Welcome back to the ASA Appraisal Review & Management newsletter! All ASA ARM members are invited to contribute articles and content for this journal. Review related content is what we need—join us and submit today!

Interested in obtaining your ARM designation? Have questions on how the ARM designation will make you a better appraiser? Or perhaps you completed the POV courses many years ago and you feel disconnected. The ARM classes and Report Writing Webinar series classes are ready for you! Call me and I will answer any questions you have and then you can decide if the Appraisal Review designation is right for you and your business model. ARM Principles of Valuation courses are offered several times a year, and in cities all over the country! For a designation-specific accreditation, Accredited Senior Appraisers successfully complete the 201 & 204 classes, submit a review report, complete an application and pay a fee. If you only need to complete the review/application/fee part, we can help! Contact our ASA ARM accreditation specialist, Olivia Adams for more information. Because ASA has open ARMs for YOU!

The ARM Journal – Within ARM’s Reach is published quarterly and shares various appraisal review content. This venue provides news articles of noteworthy topics, education, advancements, course offerings and announcements that unite the appraisal review community and span all ASA disciplines, equally.

Consider a contribution and keep innovation and information . . . Within ARM’s Reach!

Hoping you join us and wishing you a successful quarter,

--Melanie

Send article contributions and inquiries to: Melanie Modica, ASA, ARM-PP
ARM Publications Chair and Editor melanie@modicafineart.com......Houston 713-306-7966